Ab&ra&--Sufficient conditions for null controllability of semilinear integrodifferential systems with unbound4 linear operators in Banach space are established. The results are obtained using semigroup of linear operators, fractional powers of operators, and the Schauder fixed point theorem. An application to partial integrodifferential equations is given.
INTRODUCTION
Controllability of linear and nonlinear systems represented by ordinary differential equations in finite dimensional space has been extensively studied. Several authors have extended the concept to infinite dimensional systems represented by the evolution equations with bounded operators in Banach spaces [l-4] . Recently, Balachandran et al. [5] established sufficient conditions for the local null controllability of nonlinear functional differential systems using the Schauder fixed point theorem with unbounded operators in Banach space. The purpose of this paper is to extend the use of fixed point theorems to integrodifferential systems with unbounded operators and infinite delay in Banach space. In particular, results are obtained for the null controllability of semilinear integrodifferential systems with unbounded linear operators in Banach space. The considered system is an abstract formulation of parabolic partial functional differential equations discussed in [6] .
PRELIMINARIES
Consider the semilinear integrodifferential system ii(#) -t Am = s" f (t, s, ~(4)) ds + (Bu)(t),
Here {A(t) : t > 0) is a family of unbounded linear operators mapping a Banach space X to itself. The state z(t) takes the values in the Banach space X and the control function 2~ is given Further, let q5 E C, for some cr, 0 < Q < 1, and f is a continuous nonlinear operator of J x J x X, into X.
For the existence of a solution of (l), we need the following assumptions (see [6] ).
6)
(ii)
The domain D(A) of A(t), t E J, is dense in the Banach space X and independent of t. For each t E [0, oo) , the resolvent R(X, A(t)) exists for all X such that ReX 2 0, and there exists C > 0 such that For any t, s, T E J, there exists a 0 < 6 < 1 and K > 0 such that
And for each t E [O,T] and some X E p(A(t)), the resolvent R(X, A(t)) set of A(t) is a compact operator.
Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that for each T 2 0, -A(r) is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup {e -tA(r) : t > 0). The fact that 0 E p(A(r)) and that -A(r) generates an -analytic semigroup implies that fractional powers of A(r) can be defined for 0 < Q < 1. We set
where F(b) denotes the Eulerian gamma function. The operator A-"(r) can be shown to be a bounded linear operator with a well-defined inverse [7] . Let Aa = (A-"(r))-l. If Conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied, then there exists an operator valued function X(t, T) which is defined on the triangle 0 2 T 5 t < 0;) and has values in B(U) [8, p. 1091 
. X(~,T) is strongly continuous jointly in t and in 7, and maps X into D(A) if t > T. The family {X(~,T) : 0 5 T 5 t < co}
satisfies the identity
The derivative w exists in the strong operator topology and belongs to X whenever 0 5 T < t [9, p. 1291. Finally, X(t, T) satisfies the following initial value problem:
ax(t7 7) at = A(t)X(t, ~1, for t > 7, x(7,7) = I, when I is the identity operator. PROOF. Using the hypothesis, define the control
(IAP(0)X(t, s)lj 5 KD(t -s)-4e-w(t-s). (3)
Now it is shown that, when using this control, the operator defined by
@G(d) = 4(t), for t E (-oo,O],
J. P. DAUER AND P. BALASUBRAMANIAM has a fixed point. This fixed point is a solution of equation (1). Clearly @XT(~) = 0, which means that the control u steers the semilinear integrodifferential system from the initial function 4 to 0 in time T provided the nonlinear operator @ has a fixed point. 
Consider the transformation G : S -+ C((-co,T] : X,(O))
defined by (7). It is claimed that @ : S + 5'. For that
lI@c(4)ll, 2 Il$@)II JLt-"e-wt + KJ I ot(t -~)-~e-~(~-~) /' e-Y(s-r) IIxT(qb)ll, &rds -co

+Ka
J otct -PI-Qe-W(t-p)NlN2 Il$(O)II Kat-ae-wt + K,L aT(T -s)-Qe-w(T-s) 1' e-"(s-T) IIx7(q5)II, duds
J
(p) dp.
-CO
Thus, there exists a K1 > 0 such that for t E [c,To) (E > 0) jjc&(c,b))), 2 KI + K,L J 0 t(t -s)-ae-w(t-s) J' e-v(s-T) ~~~r(qb)~I, drds -co
+ KaN1N2 ot(t -p)-ae--w(t-w)
J
K1 + K,L oT(T -s)-"e-w(T-s) Js e-"(s--r) ~~cc7(q5)~~, dTds s -co
We choose 6 > 0, and observe that To prove equicontinuous, if 0 < ,8 < 0, apply Aa (0) to each side of (7) and use (4):
t(t -s)-ae-(w+6)(t-s) Js e-(v+6)(s-T)e-6r llxT(c$)II, dTds J e-_(~+6)(~-~) Y(T) dT ds -cm s
T +NlN2 &(t-CL)-0 + K,L oT(T -s)-ae-(w+6)(T-s)
Js e-(v+a)(s-')y(T) & ds
lP'~t, (4) -~~ct&)ll, I IlA*(O) (x(tl, 0) -X(t270)) 4(O)ll - J t I/A"(O) (x(tl, P) -xct2, Pu.)) II mvl IW(OFw> Ohm) II 0 + I' IIX(:C S>II J' IV ( s,T,G(~))II drds -co + J t2 IIA"r:o)x(~2,~L)ll~~-1 IIAaW-(~,0)cW811 t1 + /' IIXCC S)II J' IV ( s,~,G(~))II d-rds (CL)& 0 -CC I -Lt' jjAa(0) (x(t~,s> -x(t2ts))II J' ll.f(s,~t~(~)lII dTds -02 -Ji:' IIA~(o)x(~~~ S)II 1' II~ (s,~,G(@)) II drds --oo 5 K(O,q c9)(tl -t2)'-t,' + IV1 NzK(O, 0, e)(tl -td'-J. P. DAIJERAND P. BALASUBRAMANIAM s t2 +Ka (tz -p)e-W(tZ-S) KaTmaewWT Ilcj(O)II t1 + K,L or
(T -,s)-ae-w(T-s) 1' e-"(S--T)N d7 ds s 1
(p) dp + LK (0, a, e)(t, -t~) '-~ ,fl(t2-:s) -e ,' e-4S-')Nd7ds
Hence, the set Yr = {(@z)(t) : z E Yo} is equicontinuous. The set Yr is also precompact for each fixed t E (-oo,T].
A-"(O) is compact for all cr E (0, l], since A-l(O) is compact by Condition (iv). Therefore, for any /3 such that 1 > p > LY L 0 and t E (-co,T], the set {Afl (0)
Now, since the mapping A-0 : X -+ X,(O) is compact for each /3 > o, it follows that the set Yr is a precompact set of C,. Hence, the result follows by applying Schauder's fixed point theorem to the mapping a.
EXAMPLE.
Consider the partial integrodifferential equations
where The operators A(t, z, D) are assumed to be uniformly elliptic. Thus, there exists a constant CO > 0 such that
where R is a bounded domain in R3 with smooth boundary. The coefficients an(x, t) are smooth functions of (z, t) E 52 x R+, and there exist constants C's > 0 and /I E (0,l) such that b,(x,t) -&x(x, T)I I (72 It -TIP I fort,r>O, xESt. Suppose 4 E C, and identify u(x, t) = Q(~)(Z), then (8) assumes the form of the function space integrodifferential equation
J t it($) + AX,(~) = f (4 s, ~(4)) ds + (Bv)(t). (9) -co
If 4 E C (cu > 3/4), then (see [S] ) there exists a unique function xt($) : R -+ X which satisfies equation ( This yields the solution and the system is controllable on J.
